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Write, erase, and write again and again on the same page with any type of pen, pencil or marker. Make the slightest of

motions and all inscription will fully disappear thanks to nuka magic eraser.





 Self-developed non-toxic liquid is available in 2 forms: wet wipe & spray can. 

Perfect extension of eternal notebook on your phone. Scan the page with nuka app and get digital handwritten notes of

good quality.

Create virtual notebooks and keep separate scans by categories projects, sketches, ideas and more. All notes are

organized, safe, and always with you.



Notebook components are made of waterproof materials which haven’t been used in other stationery before. Don’t worry

about safety, the notes can’t be destroyed even if you spill water or any other drink on it.  

Next generation paper which you won't be able to tear. Because of the quality, the notebook is durable and stays as new

for a long time.



 Never again old fashion notebook rubber bands. One easy motion to open the notebook and full safe closure when you

carry it, thanks to embedded magnets inside cover.  

We save all tactility pleasant touch feelings of regular paper, because we love it. nuka paper is matt and soft to touch.



Self-developed smart-dots is multipurpose for all your needs. Use it to write down notes, make sketches, spreadsheet onSelf-developed smart-dots is multipurpose for all your needs. Use it to write down notes, make sketches, spreadsheet on

the same page. the same page. 

We know that your tasks never end, like nuka to-do list. Erase completed tasks and write new.We know that your tasks never end, like nuka to-do list. Erase completed tasks and write new.

Scan tasks and it will be added to to-do list inside the app. You will never forget about unfinished tasks thanks to

reminders. 



Plan your month, erase and plan again. Unlimited times. Plan your month, erase and plan again. Unlimited times. 

Scan the page and plans will be added to calendar inside the app. You will get notifications about your schedule as per

the scanned pages.







Eternal pencil’s tip is made of unique metal alloy. It writes like regular pencil, but you can forget about sharpening or

broken leads. Just write and enjoy of smooth writing experience. Forever. 

 Press harder for thicker lines, lighter for thinner. And yes, you can wipe off eternal pencil’s writings by nuka magic

eraser.



No way to lose the pencil as it attaches magnetically to the eternal notebook by one easy touch.  







Hello! We are creators of nuka. All of us have used stationery for years, so we know all benefits and problems related to

it. We saw advantages of digital notes but realized: nothing can replace the tactile experience of real materials. So, we

decided to add modern technologies to stationery, and created radically new things – eternal notebook and pencil. Fired

by this idea, we left school and started focusing only on nuka. Together with our partners, we have worked for 2 years to

tailor business strategy, finalize technologies, work on prototypes and run production in China. Hope you are ready to

change habitual things together with us. Let’s start!





Concepter invents products and helps entrepreneurs craft their ideas into design-driven businesses, turning on the best

marketing techniques powered by a strong technology stack.

Biosphere Startup Platform (part of Biosphere Corporation) – aims to support early-stage startups by providing financial

support and operational assistance.

SILA, also ��, is a close-knit team of industrial and digital designers, engineers, researchers and branding specialists

from around the world.



Please upgrade to a supported browser to get a reCAPTCHA challenge.

Why is this happening to me?

Risks and challenges

The launch of every product is followed by the unforeseen technological challenges, and we have overcome them

vigilantly. We reduced our risks before the launch of the product by giving ourselves 24 months of R&D; research to

determine which materials were the best to create nuka’s eternal stationary. This was done by creating prototypes of

both, the notebook and the pencil. We have a manufacturing staff ready in place to not only produce the product but to

also package and deliver it to you. Currently, our goal is to start our campaign on Kickstarter to gather funds that could be

further invested in our eternal stationery for you, and in the app to make your note-keeping easier. We know that there

may be some issues with production we cannot foresee. However, the most important thing is that you invest in our nuka

team that will bring the product to you. Join us today!

Learn about accountability on KickstarterLearn about accountability on Kickstarter

Questions about this project? Check out the FAQCheck out the FAQ
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